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Tattoo – Style Guide and Design Selection  

DISCLAIMER: This guide is for informational purposes only and should not be used to replace 

formal training. Never tattoo anything or anyone without the proper licensing, experience 

and consent. In no event shall we be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, or any 

other damages, to property or life, whatsoever arising out of or connected with the use or 

misuse of our products or this document.   

A lot of people decide they want a tattoo, but aren't quite sure what they want and would like to 

explore some of the styles and designs out there. Others have an idea of what they'd like their tattoo to 

look like, but are unsure how to describe it to an artist. Still, others know exactly what they want, but 

want to learn more about their chosen design of style. 

No matter which category you fall in, the information on this page is designed to help you better 

understand the different styles used by artists, the meaning of different designs, the time periods and 

evolution of tattooing, as well as tattoos more geared towards a specific sex. You'll also find information 

about the location and sizes of tattoos. 

Note: Unless choosing flash from a book, the Internet, or the wall display in a tattoo shop, make sure 

you clear it with the artist and collector before using somebody else's tattoo design. Tattoos are often 

very personal expressions, and many who get a tattoo are unhappy with others copying the design. If 

you want a custom piece, talk to an artist and he'll help you design a unique tattoo. Would you want 

somebody else ripping off your custom tattoo? Most wouldn't. 

 Tattoo Styles 

o Old School 

o New School 

o Photo-Realistic 

o Black-and-Gray 

o Tribal 

o Biomechanical 

 Tattoo Designs and Meanings 

o Animals 

o Americana 

o Symbols 

o Lettering 

o Foreign Symbols/Characters 

o Fantasy/Sci-Fi 

o Dark/Morbid 

o Memorial 

 Common Tattoos by Gender 

o Male 
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o Female 

 Tattoo Locations 

o Choosing Location 

o Sleeves 

o Arms and Hands 

o Legs and Feet 

o Back and Shoulders 

o Chest and Torso 

o Neck and Head 

 Tattoo Size 

 Personal Expression vs. 'Playing the Game' 

Tattoo Styles 

Let's first discuss the different styles used by artists around the world. Some will specialize in a single 

style, while others like to work with several different styles. If you have a certain style in mind, ask the 

artist if it is his forte. 

Over their careers artists will grow to enjoy certain styles, and develop a talent for them. They may take 

on a rare project that ventures outside of their forte once in a while, but they generally stick to what 

they enjoy most. If an artist does not practice in the style that you want, he will likely refer you to one 

who does. A lot of shops employ artists with varying styles. 

For those with a specific design in mind that requires a certain style—such as new school, photo-realism, 

etc.—make sure you find an artist who can help you. 

Old School: An old school tattoo is done with bold, black outlines and is classic in its design. Many do 

not include shading, and often feature only a few colors or less. A lot of flash designs are old school 

tattoos (flash are the samples displayed on the walls of tattoo studios).  

Some common old school tattoo designs include cherries, sparrows, swallows, eagles, hearts, nautical 

stars, roses, daggers, pin-up girls, mermaids, anchors, and more. Sailor Jerry is among the most well-

known tattoo artists who practiced the old school style; he is considered a tattooing pioneer and much 

of his artwork is now a staple in the industry. Much of his work included scroll banners that are often 

included with old school designs. 

New School: As its name implies, the New School style is fairly recent in the industry. It became popular 

in the 1980s as artists began using bright colors to create more custom, unique designs. New school 

tattoos are bold, brightly colored, and often incorporate more shading and blending of colors than old 

school tattoos. 

Some new school designs are adaptations of traditional, old school designs; many include unique 

redesigns that deviate from the standard and use a wider range of colors. 
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Photo-Realistic: This genre aims to recreate realistic images often influenced by photographs. To work 

in the appropriate amount of detail, these tattoos are usually fairly large. Subjects of photorealistic 

tattoos commonly include family members, significant others, pets, celebrities, wildlife, and more.  

Many photo-realistic tattoos are done using black and gray, although some artists will use color with 

their work. An artist specializing in photo-realism should be skilled in fine-line tattooing to put in the 

small, necessary details required to make the tattoo as realistic as possible. 

Black-and-Gray: Using different shades of black ink, artists create black-and-gray tattoos. The different 

shades of black and gray are created by diluting black ink with distilled water, while others dilute the 

black with white ink. Highlights can be added using white ink. 

Many prefer the look of black-and-gray tattoos to color, and the style is used to create many portraits 

and other photo-realistic work. If you're interested in a black-and-gray tattoo, choose an artist who 

specializes in this style; it takes skill with shading to create the best results. 

Tribal: Bold, thick lines are created using black ink. These tattoos typically depict ancient tribal designs, 

most often from the South Pacific. Many are custom designed with spikes, jagged lines, and swirling 

patterns.  

Tribal tattoos are often created so they flow with your body's natural contours. Many even accent a 

certain part of the body. Some tribal tattoos are very simple with large, bold lines, while others are more 

intricate and complex with greater detail worked into the design.  

Biomechanical: A biomechanical tattoo is one that is designed to reveal mechanical parts under the skin. 

They show ripped or peeled-back skin with machine parts underneath to create an image of a half-

human, half-machine. Some are brightly colored; others are black-and-gray. 

While many biomechanical tattoos reveal pulleys, rods, and other metal machine parts, some designs 

instead reveal parts of a typical human body. Since these do not reveal any mechanical parts, it's a 

stretch to classify them as biomechanical, although the idea is roughly the same. 

Tattoo Designs and Meanings 

Your tattoo can really mean whatever you want it to mean, but once you settle on a design it's a good 

idea to check for any traditional or common meanings. You may be disappointed to learn that the 

meaningful design you chose actually means something completely different to others. 

Maybe it doesn't bother you if others interpret your tattoo as something unintended, but no matter 

how you feel it's usually worthwhile to learn of a tattoo's meanings before placing it on your body. 

Animals: There are so many animal designs that it's tough to go over all of them. So we'll go over some 

of the most popular. 
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Bears 

Many Native American cultures include the bear in their mythology. It might represent battle, power, 

strength, integrity, courage, wisdom, hunting, and even self-reflection and introspection because of its 

months-long hibernation in the winter. Some legends have it that bears are actually humans who have 

transformed.  

Birds 

Birds are a very common and traditional tattoo that are also incorporated into many new school tattoo 

styles. They are ripe with symbolism and meaning, such as the eagle and falcon that represent strength 

and power. The bald eagle is a very popular choice for those who wish to display their American 

patriotism. Sparrows are very popular as well; they can represent freedom, luck, love, dedication, and 

trust. Sailors often got sparrow tattoos, and they have biblical meaning to some as they represent God's 

concern for even the least on Earth.  

Parrots and other brightly-colored birds such as the toucan are popular choices as well; many feel a 

connection with parrots—especially those they keep as pets—because they can talk and for their 

intelligence. The hummingbird is another brightly-colored bird that is very popular as a tattoo choice. 

They can represent vigor, grace, or spreading joy and love; the hummingbird is also present in Native 

American mythology, as some carried a dead hummingbird around their neck to attract the affection of 

the opposite sex. 

Owls are another of the many birds present in ancient mythology. They might be chosen for their 

wisdom, mysticism, or their distinctive eyes. 

Bison 

One of the most popular tattoos is the bison skull. The bison was once hunted by certain Native 

American populations, some of which followed their migratory tracks. As a result, many tattoos depict 

the buffalo skull with feathers and other Native American symbols included.  

Bulls 

A bull may be used to represent strength, power, fertility, masculinity, and more. The bull holds a place 

in Greek mythology as it was the form of a white bull that Zeus took when he abducted Europa. Zeus is 

said to have created the white bull's shape in the sky, which appears as the Taurus constellation. The 

bull is the symbol used for the Zodiac sign, Taurus. A Roman tale tells roughly the same story but with 

the god, Jupiter, in the role of Zeus. 

A longhorn tattoo is also quite popular, with many choosing a longhorn skull as a design. The Texas 

longhorn is often used as a symbol for the West, or for the state of Texas. 

Butterflies 

A butterfly tattoo is popular for its beauty, fragility, and brightness, as well as the symbolism present in 

its metamorphosis from caterpillar to pupa to butterfly. Butterflies are present in ancient mythology for 

the change they go through over the course of their life. It's not hard to see how symbolism is drawn 
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from these changes as they can easily be used to represent the many stages and the maturing that a 

person goes through in life. 

It is quite popular among women, and many choose the butterfly as a first tattoo because it can be 

made small but with vibrant colors and some detail. 

Dogs (Bulldogs) 

Portraits of family pets are very popular, especially as a remembrance after the pet has passed away. As 

'man's best friend', dogs have come to represent loyalty, protection, and obedience.  

The British Bulldog is a popular tattoo for those who want to show their patriotism for Great Britain, as it 

is used as a symbol to depict the English people's toughness; many are depicted with a Union Jack 

incorporated. United States Marines have also adopted the Bulldog as a symbol of their toughness 

stemming from being called 'devil dogs' by the Germans in WWI.  

Dolphins 

Dolphins often represent intelligence and as having a unique relationship with humans. Dolphins have 

been said to protect humans who have fallen overboard. Dolphins are often seen following boats and 

ships, and there are also stories of dolphins rescuing humans from sharks. Dolphin tattoos are most 

popular among women. 

Dragonfly 

Many believe dragonfly tattoos are good luck, and represent harmony and peace. Often depicted as 

colorful and fairy-like, dragonfly tattoos are popular among women. 

Elephants 

The elephant can symbolize power, wisdom, patience, and kindness to some. Elephants are also well-

known for having a good memory, with many calling to mind the expression, 'an elephant never forgets.' 

There is also a unique social structure in elephant communities, and they've been known to mourn their 

dead. 

Elephants are present in many ancient mythologies, but the most well-known is the Hindu god, 

Ganesha. Ganesha appears with four arms and in many cases is holding his broken tusk; many 

representations of Ganesha depict the god as jolly and humorous. One legend goes that the god, with 

the goddess Maya, conceived Buddah.  

Fish 

Koi fish are among the most popular fish tattoos, and are common in Japanese tattoos. They can 

symbolize courage, perseverance, and attaining one's goals. There's a good deal of mythology 

surrounding these fish, which are said to be able to climb waterfalls, and are thought not to flinch when 

awaiting a strike from a knife once caught—a quality shared with the samurai. Koi are very attractive 

fish, and can be orange, yellow, white, and other colors. 

The fish is also a Christian symbol with some choosing the distinct 'Jesus Fish' as a tattoo. It consists of 

two curved lines that are combined to resemble a fish. Some stories go that when Christians were 
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persecuted, they would use the symbol as a means of identifying themselves as Christians to other 

Christians; one would draw a curved line in the sand, while the other would reciprocate by drawing the 

other half of the fish.  

Other Christian meanings have been given, with the suggestion that the Greek word for fish, spelled 

'IXΘYΣ' and pronounced Ichthys, makes up an acrostic that reads 'Jesus Christ, God's Son, Savior'. The 

'ch' and the 'th' make up one Greek letter apiece, while the 'y' can also be 'u'.  

I (Iota) X (Chi) Θ (Theta) Y (Upsilon) Σ (Sigma) 

Iesous (Jesus) Christos (Christ) Theou (God's) Yios (Son) Soter (Savior). 

Frog 

Popular frog tattoos include those depicting tree frogs, which are often very bright and vibrant in their 

colors. Like the butterfly, the frog goes through various stages in its life, beginning as a tadpole in 

adolescence and eventually maturing into a frog. This could symbolize growth, transition, and maturity 

for some. The frog has also been seen as a sign of luck and fertility, too.  

The pronunciation of the words 'frog' and 'return' sound the same in Japanese, although the words are 

written differently (think 'pause' and 'paws' in English); so the frog is often seen as a symbol for travelers 

hoping for a safe return home. 

Horse 

A horse might represent stature, nobility, and strength. The head of the horse is popular, especially 

among those in the equestrian community.  

Jackal 

The Egyptian god Anubis is said to have a head like a jackal. The god protected the dead as they 

journeyed to the afterlife. Some draw parallels to the dog as a symbol of protection. 

Jaguar 

Considered to have otherworldly qualities, the jaguar can be seen as a symbol of power, cunning, and 

prowess. It is the largest cat in the Americas, as well as the most dangerous. Some consider it more 

ferocious than the lion and tiger. Many cultures in the Americas feature the jaguar in their mythology, 

with some cultures using it as a symbol of nobility. Some used the jaguar to represent shamans who 

could deviate into the afterlife. Jaguars may appear uniformly black, or yellow with black spots; the 

black jaguar may be referred to as a black panther. 

Lion 

The lion is an extremely popular tattoo choice representing power and courage. Often called the 'King of 

the Jungle', even though most do not actually live in jungles but rather on African plains, grasslands, and 

savannahs, the lion has also represented nobility.  

Lizards 

Plenty of lizards have become popular tattoos. Perhaps the most common is the gecko, which is thought 
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to bring good luck. Because the gecko can regrow its tail, many associate regrowth with it as well. Many 

who have been through a traumatic event may see the gecko as representing their own regrowth and 

overcoming their obstacles. Many cultures revered the gecko and believed that it was lucky to have one 

around. 

Scorpion 

The scorpion is a deadly creature whose venom can kill a human with one quick sting. Not all species are 

capable of killing a human with its venom, but the scorpion has come to be known for such a quality. As 

a symbol, scorpions may be seen as a means to keep away bad luck, or as representative of cunning, 

ferocity, and even revenge. Scorpions have been depicted as protectors in ancient mythologies. 

Buddhists may see the scorpion as a passive creature that only uses its deadly stinger when it needs to, 

demonstrating restraint. 

Snake 

The snake is a very popular tattoo with an array of meanings. Like other animals capable of re-growing 

body parts, the snake is able to shed its skin and grow new skin; consequently, many see it as a symbol 

of rebirth or regrowth. Snakes may also be seen as a biblical symbol for temptation for the story in 

Genesis when a serpent temps Eve to take a piece of fruit from the Tree of Knowledge.   

Spider 

Spiders are quite common as tattoos. They are often seen as deadly, such as depictions of the Black 

Widow spider, and many view the spider as a symbol of mystery or cunning for the intricate webs that it 

spins. 

Tiger 

One of the most popular animal tattoos is the tiger, which appears in Asian tattoos as well as in old 

school and new school American tattoos. It has an abundance of meanings, and could mean something 

completely different from one tattoo owner to the next.  

Two of the more obvious meanings associated with the tiger are power and ferocity. The tiger is also a 

beautiful animal and many choose the tiger tattoo to represent a balance of beauty and power. Many 

cultures have recognized the duality of good and evil or life and death that the tiger symbolizes. The 

animal has also represented passion, wrath, and sensuality. 

Wolf 

A wolf has a mystical quality for its propensity for howling at night, and hunting in the early evening and 

early morning hours when the sun is setting and rising. Legends of werewolves also pique the 

imagination of many who choose to wear a wolf tattoo. They represent cunning, prowess, and ferocity, 

but some see the wolf as a symbol of loyalty and courage for the packs in which they live. 

There are certain myths surrounding wolves in many cultures such as Chinese, Indian, Celtic, and even 

Norse mythology. In Roman mythology, Romulus and Remus (founders of Rome), after they were left to 

die by their mother's uncle, Amulius, were suckled by a she-wolf; as a result, Romans held the wolf in 

high regard. 
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Americana: Americana tattoos typically refer to the old school style of bold, black lines with a limited 

color palate. But new school tattoos may incorporate these traditionally old school designs. 

American Flag 

One of the most popular tattoos, American flags are incorporated into many designs as a show of 

patriotism. In the same vein, others have their country's flag incorporated into their tattoos as a show of 

patriotism for their own country.  

Anchor 

The anchor is one of the classic tattoos chosen by many sailors, who as a group are well-known for 

displaying tattoos. In the US Navy, some practice the tradition of getting an anchor tattoo to represent 

their safe return home after crossing the Atlantic Ocean. It was also chosen to keep the sailor safe on 

the open waters. 

The anchor may also be a Christian symbol for its use by Christians in ancient times, who were 

persecuted. It represented Jesus as their anchor through their persecution, and one legend goes that St. 

Clement (the fourth pope) was banished from the Roman Empire and later tied to an anchor and thrown 

into the sea; the legend has it that his bones are in a shrine that is sometimes revealed by the sea. 

Still, for others the anchor might represent stubbornness or an unwillingness to change one's views or 

personality.  

Banners 

Many old school tattoos include banners with messages written across them. Perhaps the most well-

known is the red heard with a banner laid across it that reads 'Mom'. Many choose to put a name of a 

loved one on banners, or short, impactful words that embody certain goals and beliefs. 

Cherries 

This is one of the most popular tattoo choices among women. Cherries can be seductive, and often 

represent fertility. The cherry while on the cherry tree may represent innocence and purity, but a cherry 

plucked off of the tree can represent the departure of innocence.  

Eagle 

The bald eagle is one of the most recognizable symbols of the United States, and many choose to show 

their patriotism by getting the bird tattooed on their body. The eagle can represent strength, courage, 

and power, too. 

Harley Davidson 

Bikers and motorcycle enthusiasts often choose the Harley Davidson logo or other symbols of the 

motorcycle brand as demonstrative of their loyalty to it and their association with the biker lifestyle.  

Nautical Star 

For sailors, the nautical star represented an ability to find one's way home. The tattoo represents good 
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luck for a safe return home after a long journey. Some men and women in the military get nautical star 

tattoos for much of the same reasons—returning home safely, even if not at sea. 

Others see the nautical star as a sign of finding one's way in life, not necessarily in travel. Many 

struggling to determine their path in life get the nautical star tattoo as representative of their search for 

the way. 

Pin-Up Girls 

The pin-up girl was and still is a fairly popular tattoo. Pin-up girls may be depicted as hula girls, cowgirls, 

sailor girls, pirate girls, mermaids, and even famous female celebrities and fictional characters. The pin-

up girl tattoo represents sexuality, sensuality, and beauty. Many GI's and sailors carried pin-up girl 

posters with them overseas and on the open ocean, for some serving as a taste of home. 

Rose 

The rose is one of the most popular tattoos among women. It represents love and/or beauty in most 

cases. In Greek mythology, the rose was originally white, but Aphrodite, the goddess of love, was stuck 

by a thorn on a rose bush and bled on the white flowers, turning them red. 

But roses are not always red, and the color chosen can represent many different things such as elegance 

(pink), jealousy (yellow), excitement (orange), and even death (black). Men also choose a rose tattoo, 

often to remember their wife or girlfriend when leaving on a long journey (such as a sailor leaving on a 

long trip). 

Growing amongst thorns, the rose may also be representative of love and beauty in unkind places, or a 

contradiction of the beautiful flower and the dangerous thorns; some see this as representing balance.  

 

Symbols: Symbols have been used throughout history to convey a particular meaning or message 

without the use of words. They continue to carry their own language, and many are universally 

understood through their years of use.  

Many religious symbols are tattooed on the body as a showing of faith, although many of the world's 

major religions suggest that it against God's will to get a tattoo. This includes Christianity, Judaism, and 

Islam. We are not suggesting that anybody of any religious belief should or should not get tattoos; we 

are merely pointing out various symbols and their meanings.  

All-Seeing Eye 

The All Seeing Eye, or the Eye of Providence, is commonly associated with the eye of God that watches 

over the subjects of Earth. Many representations feature the eye surrounded by light rays and clouds. It 

is seen in cultures and religions through time, including in Buddhism where Buddha is considered the 

'Eye of the World'. In Christian representations, the eye is often featured inside of a triangle that 

represents the Trinity—the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. 
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Anarchy 

The capital letter 'A' with a capital 'O' around it is used to represent anarchism. The 'A' stands for 

anarchy, while the 'O' stands for order. Altogether the symbol means, 'Anarchy is the mother of Order.' 

The punk countercultural movement has adopted a stylized anarchy symbol that some choose as a 

tattoo. 

Celtic Cross 

With a circle around the cross's intersection, the Celtic Cross can represent not only the Christian faith, 

but the eternity of faith as well. They are thought to have originated in the British Isles, with one legend 

suggesting that Saint Patrick introduced the cross to combine the Christian cross with a sun cross, which 

was familiar to pagans in the area; the sun was important in many pagan beliefs. 

Be aware that the 'Odin's Cross', as it's called, is a Celtic cross used by many white supremacists and 

Neo-Nazis. It is recognizable for the smaller 'stem' of the cross, protruding from the circle only as much 

as the other three points. Just be aware of this connotation when choosing a Celtic cross as a tattoo. 

Celtic Knot 

With no beginning and no end, the Celtic knot can represent everlasting love and devotion. For many, a 

circular knot might represent eternity, or a cycle of life, death, and rebirth. A triangular knot might 

represent Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The intertwining of more than one knot may represent the 

essential union of man and God, or a permanent union of a man and a woman. 

Compass 

The compass may represent a search for direction in one's life. It is traditionally considered a nautical 

tattoo for sailors who used the compass to find their way home; in this vein it may be thought of as a 

symbol of good luck for those wishing for a safe return home following a journey. 

Crescent with Star 

The star and crescent has been used throughout the years to represent various countries and, although 

Islam has not traditionally used symbols, has also been associated with the Muslim faith. It appears on 

the flags of many Islamic nations. 

Cross 

An extremely popular tattoo among people of the Christian faith. It is the most universally-known 

symbol of Christianity, and to many it represents faith, hope, and devotion. 

Crossed Keys 

Another Christian symbol, crossed keys are representative of the "keys to the kingdom of heaven" given 

to Peter by Jesus. It is representative of opening the religion and kingdom to all people regardless of 

race, culture, etc. 

Dharma Wheel 

This is a Buddhist symbol that represents the dharma, or the path to enlightenment. It appears as a 
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wheel with eight spokes, representing the Noble Eightfold Path. Other versions include more spokes, 

representing other facets of Buddhism. 

Feather 

To many people, the feather is representative of Native American culture. It may be considered a 

symbol of contact with the spirits, or as a sign of honor. Feathers were also part of prayer rituals among 

Native American cultures. 

For some, the feather might represent a feeling of chance and randomness as it blows in the wind, 

coming down at some points, and then picking up again and touching down somewhere else. This might 

be interpreted as similar to life's journey as we meet different people, find ourselves in different 

situations or circumstances, take on different tasks and goals, and eventually move onto others. 

Hourglass 

The hourglass is used by many to represent the passing of time. It may be symbolic of getting older, or 

living life to the fullest before one's time runs out. There are some hourglasses that include wings as 

representative of the fleetingness of life. Some pirates used a flag with an hourglass design to convey to 

other ships that their time was running out and they would soon attack, urging them to surrender. 

Lion of Judah 

This was a symbol of the tribe of Judah in the Book of Genesis. Judah's father, Jacob, refers to his son as 

a Young Lion. Christianity has adopted the symbol as representative of Jesus, as a reference appears in 

the Book of Revelation in the New Testament; he is regarded as the 'lion of the tribe of Judah' and the 

'Root of David'. 

Lotus 

Representative of rebirth, the lotus will move from the bottom of a pond—often in murky waters—and 

emerge at the surface where it will bloom. It is symbolic of love, beauty, and passion, too. The lotus is 

revered in the East similar to how the rose is revered in the West; the two flowers represent many of 

the same things, in fact. Like the rose grows amongst thorns, the lotus grows in murky water—symbolic 

of beauty in harsh environments. 

Paw Prints 

Paw prints—typically the paw prints or a dog or cat—are common memorials to pets who have passed 

away. These tattoos may include the pet's name above or below the paw print. 

Some associate bear paw prints with homosexuality; paw prints of a cub may indicate a young gay 

person. But this does not mean that all bear paw prints are associated with this subculture of the 

homosexual community; in fact, some may choose bear paw prints to represent many of the same 

things represented by the image of a bear like courage, strength, and self-reflection. 

Rainbow Flag 

The rainbow flag is a universally-recognized symbol of the gay community. Each color has a particular 

meaning: red is life, orange is healing, yellow is sunlight, green is nature, blue is harmony, and violet is 
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spirit. The flag was first created in 1978 with eight colors: hot pink represented sexuality, and turquoise 

represented art. 

Ribbons 

Ribbons are common symbols of support or awareness—either in the fight against a disease or for 

certain individuals such as military troops stationed overseas. The pink ribbon is associated with breast 

cancer awareness; the red ribbon is associated with AIDS and HIV awareness, as well as heart disease 

awareness. The yellow ribbon is a symbol of support for troops stationed overseas, as well as MIA/POV 

and the prevention of suicide. The purple ribbon is used as an awareness of domestic violence, while the 

blue ribbon is used as a symbol of child abuse or drunk driving. 

There are several other ribbon colors used, and each color typically has more than one meaning. Many 

who choose a ribbon as a tattoo are struggling with the disease or circumstance that it represents, or 

have a loved one who is struggling with it. Many with family members in the military choose the yellow 

ribbon as a symbol of support. 

Skull and Crossbones 

This is a very popular tattoo with several possible meanings. It has been used to mark poisonous or 

hazardous material, but more generally it's been used as a sign of impending danger. Pirates flew flags 

with the skull and crossbones—often called the Jolly Roger—to intimidate or warn targeted ships that 

they were preparing to attack them. In some cases, such as on the Jolly Roger flag flown by Calico Jack 

Rackham, swords were used in place of bones. 

Square and Compass 

A Masonic symbol, the square and compass appear with or without a 'G' in the middle. The 'G' may 

represent 'God', 'Great Architect of the Universe' (aka, God), or 'Geometry'. Masons revere geometry as 

"the superstructure on which Freemasonry is erected," according to Malcolm Duncan's Masonic Ritual 

and Monitor. "[B]y [geometry] we discover the power, wisdom and goodness of the Grand Architect of 

the Universe." 

The square is taught as a symbol for being "square" with others, meaning honest. The compass, 

meanwhile, is representative that Masons must "circumscribe their passion", meaning to stand up to 

temptation and practice self-control. 

Star 

The nautical star is mentioned in the Americana section as symbolic of finding one's way home or 

finding one's way in life. Stars in general may carry similar meaning; for some, star tattoos represent 

aspirations to achieve their life goals. Some star tattoos are reminders of certain goals to keep the 

wearer motivated to continue working towards achieving them. 

Star of David 

The Star of David, also known as the Shield of David or Magen David, is a hexagram with two triangles 

overlapping and pointing in opposite directions. One triangle is thought to represent the tribe of Judah, 
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and the other is representative of the tribe of Benjamin. It is a very well-known symbol of Judaism, with 

widespread use among the Jewish community beginning around the 17th century. 

Sun 

The sun is one of the most versatile tattoos with several meanings. It has traditionally been seen as a 

source of life and fertility. In many cultures, the sun was revered for its life-giving qualities--for one, it 

made crops grow, which supported life. As the sun rises each morning, a sun tattoo may represent new 

life or rebirth. 

Some see the sun tattoo as symbolic of truth or a search for truth. It can be seen as a source of light in a 

dark part of a person's life when they may suffer from depression or experience a litany of problems. 

Some might even see the sun as a symbol of their passion for a particular goal or cause, and may 

incorporate a sun into a tattoo representative of their goal or cause. 

Triquetra 

This is another Christian symbol, which is used to represent the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. It consists of 

three intertwined arcs that loosely form a triangle with three loosely-formed triangles surrounding a 

fourth in the center. 

Zodiac Signs 

There are twelve signs of the Zodiac, each with its own symbol. Many choose to tattoo their sign on 

their body, or incorporate the corresponding symbol into a tattoo. The twelve signs are, with symbol in 

parentheses, Aries (Ram), Taurus (Bull), Gemini (Twins), Cancer (Crab), Leo (Lion), Virgo (Virgin), Libra 

(Scale), Scorpio (Scorpion), Sagittarius (Archer), Capricorn (Seagoat), Aquarius (Water-Carrier), and 

Pisces (Fish). 

 

Fantasy/Sci-Fi: Fantasy and science fiction tattoos are very popular, too. In fact, even those who are not 

enthusiasts of fantasy and science fiction books, comic books, and art opt for the science fiction and 

fantasy tattoo. 

Barcode 

A barcode is assigned to each unique product in the retail environment. To some, the barcode tattoo 

might represent a uniqueness of person. The design can have a markedly different meaning to some, 

though; as the barcode can be representative of manufactured goods, the barcode tattoo might 

represent a life that is molded and manufactured by the society and culture in which they live. Still, 

others might see it as representative of the ownership of the people by the government, or a loss of 

personal privacy. Recently, the QR code tattoo is growing in popularity.  

Dragon 

The dragon is a common element of Asian tattoos. It has several meanings that often vary from culture 

to culture. For instance, in certain Asian mythologies, the dragon is a generally considered good-

natured. In European culture, though, the dragon was seen as a fire-breathing beast such as is portrayed 
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in the poem Beowulf. Asian dragons usually do not have wings, and appear snake-like, while the 

European dragon is typically portrayed as winged.  

Dragons have been portrayed as protectors of treasure, and many consider a dragon tattoo to be 

symbolic of devoted protection. Others see the dragon as representative of strength, power, courage, 

and grace. Some see the dragon—with its wings, scales like a fish, fire-breathing, and inhabitation of 

caves in the Earth—as symbolic of the unification of the four elements: air, water, fire, and Earth.  

Fairy 

The fairy tattoo is a popular one among women. Fairies are in ancient folklore as being mischievous, 

although today many associate fairies with depictions seen in children's movies. Many associate fairies 

with innocence, purity, and fragility because of their portrayal in fairy tales and children's books, but 

some choose a fairy tattoo rendered as a pin-up and associate it with seduction or passion.  

Phoenix 

At the end of its life, the phoenix builds a nest that ignites, burning it to ashes. A new phoenix then rises 

from the ashes, making it a symbol of rebirth. Those who have overcome certain struggles in their life to 

turn things around may see the phoenix as representative of the death of their old life and rebirth in a 

new life. Some who are still in the midst of a struggle may opt for the phoenix tattoo as a reminder that 

they are fighting to overcome and will be reborn upon doing so. The fire associated with the phoenix 

may be symbolic of cleansing one's sins or ills as part of their rebirth. 

Robot 

This ties in with the biomechanical tattoo style that depicts machinery underneath human skin, implying 

a half-human, half-robot. The genre first became popular following the Alien movie from 1979 that 

featured an alien with machine and biological parts designed by H.R. Giger. A biomechanical tattoo may 

be representative of a love of the Alien movie and other science fiction works, or it might be symbolic of 

one's own work with robotics or mechanics. Others may assign different meanings—perhaps a robot-

like devotion to a certain cause or goal—while some simply find the style interesting and artistic. 

Others choose tattoos of robots to represent a favorite science fiction character, or simply as a symbol 

of their love of the science fiction genre. 

Sci-Fi Character 

A popular choice among science fiction fans is to get a tattoo of their favorite sci-fi character. Star Trek 

and Star Wars characters are common choices among fans, while superheroes are also popular. 

Wings 

Tattoo renderings of wings on the back are growing in popularity, mostly among women. Wings may be 

small and sit on the upper part of the back, or they may be very large and reach from the shoulders to 

the lower back. They may represent the freedom we often associate with birds, while many angel wing 

designs are representative of spirituality, or even protection. Men who choose the wing designs often 

opt for tribal wing designs that are done in the tribal tattoo style. 
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Dark/Morbid: The dark and morbid tattoo genre attracts people for a litany of reasons. Some find the 

imagery interesting and artistic; others see it as symbolic and representative of certain struggles or 

characteristics of one's life. 

Creatures 

Many dark and morbid tattoos use scary creatures and monsters. They may be renderings of well-known 

characters from stories—i.e. Frankenstein's monster, vampires, werewolves, etc.—or may be 

completely original. Each create may take on certain unique meanings to the wearer, while others 

choose these tattoos for their artistic styling.  

Animals like spiders and snakes are commonly incorporated into a morbid tattoo style. The meanings of 

these animals are given in greater detail in the 'Animals' section above. 

Evil Clowns 

Many are afraid of clowns—even those intended to entertain us. There are several instances in which 

artists have played off of the fear that clowns elicit for many people, such as Stephen King's It or the 

Joker character in the Batman comic books and movies.  

To those who choose an evil clown tattoo design, it may represent a dark humor or a darkness to the 

human character. It may be seen as a duality of the human nature—on one side a happy, bubbly 

appearance, while the other side is a sinister, evil side with deranged desires.  

Grim Reaper 

The grim reaper is a common symbol of death and mortality. For some, it is a reminder of one's own 

mortality, or facing one's mortality. This encourages some to pursue their goals before their time is up, 

and to live life knowing that they only have so long to do so. 

Skulls 

A skull tattoo might be a simple skull and crossbones, or it could be a three-dimensional skull with 

intricate detail and shading. The skull and crossbones has traditionally been used by pirates and to mark 

poisonous material as a warning of impending danger.  

Skull tattoos may be symbolic of mortality, or a reminder of one's own mortality so they live their life to 

the fullest and pursue their goals. A skull decorated with vibrant colors and unique designs is often 

considered a 'sugar skull', and is used as a remembrance of family members who have passed away. 

'Sugar skulls' are often depicted with the Mexican Day of the Dead celebration, which runs parallel to All 

Saints Day on November 1 and All Souls Day on November 2. 

Some see the skull as representing rebirth following a life of ills, and for others it can be a symbol to 

bring them good luck.  
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Lettering: Many choose a tattoo spelling a person's name, or certain word or phrase. This is often done 

in remembrance of a loved one or a friend who has passed away, as a reminder of a particular goal, or to 

convey a specific belief. 

Choose from several different fonts to convey the meaning of your tattoo. Elegant script styles are 

common, especially when getting a tattoo of a loved one's name, while others opt for bold block 

lettering. Old English style is another popular font style, but before you get a tattoo in Old English, be 

aware that this is a common lettering used for gang tattoos. 

 

Foreign Languages and Characters: Chinese symbols are very popular tattoo choices for Westerners, 

while English tattoos are popular for some in the East. Some choose Latin phrases, too, and others opt 

for a language of their home country or the country of their ancestors. 

Those who choose a foreign language tattoo often do so to convey a particular meaning or mantra in a 

unique way. For example, an Italian-American or an American with Italian ancestors may choose a tattoo 

that reads 'Gioia', which means 'Joy' in Italian. The wearer of the tattoo could convey not only their 

aspiration for achieving joy in their life, but also represent pride in their ancestral roots. 

If you're going to get a tattoo in a foreign language, make sure that you are fully aware of its meaning. 

Otherwise, you may find that the tattoo you thought meant one thing, actually means something 

completely different.  

Take the example of NBA player Shawn Marion, who sought to get the Chinese characters of his 

nickname, 'The Matrix', but who ended up with Chinese characters that actually translate to 'Demon 

Bird Camphor'. Note: Camphor is a plant used in the production of mothballs, so you'll see some 

translate it to 'Demon Bird Mothballs'.  

Another NBA player, Marquis Daniels, intended to have his initials (M.A.D.) tattooed in Chinese, but 

ended up with a tattoo that translates to 'Healthy Woman Roof'. Make sure you run your tattoo by 

somebody you can trust—preferably somebody who is a native speaker of the language you wish to put 

on your body—and be aware that there are various dialects of the same languages, so check that there 

are no double meanings. 

 

Memorial: Those who have lost a friend or a loved one often choose to memorialize them by getting a 

tattoo. These tattoos often feature the words 'In Memory Of…' or 'In Remembrance', and then include 

the individual's name or a picture of the individual with their dates of birth and death. 'RIP' is also 

commonly included with memorial tattoos. 

Many include photo-realistic representations of their loved ones with clouds and rays of light 

surrounding them, signifying their place in Heaven. Some include images of angels or Jesus instead, but 

with their loved one's name and dates of birth and death; this can symbolize their place among the 
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angels or with Jesus in Heaven. Hearts are often used in memorials to signify everlasting love. Cross are 

also very common in memorial tattoos. 

If you choose a memorial tattoo with photo-realistic representation of a loved one, be sure to visit an 

artist who is skilled in photorealism or, better yet, one who specializes exclusively in the style. Ask for 

photo-realistic samples beforehand. 

Common Tattoos by Gender 

Certain tattoos are more popular or more often associated with one gender, but that is not to say that 

the opposite gender cannot or does not also opt for the design. A tattoo is potentially going to mean 

something different to everybody who gets it, so a certain design's inclusion on either list below is not to 

say that members of the opposite sex should not get the tattoo. 

Common Male Tattoos: It is much easier for women to crossover into tattoos more associated with men 

than it is for men to get a tattoo more associated with women. Still, these tattoos are generally more 

common with men than women. 

Barbed Wire 

Barbed wire might mean a feeling of oneself as an outsider—the barbed wire may represent a fence—

while it may also be symbolic of the years one has spent in prison. Some reference the barbed wire as a 

crown of thorns. Whatever its meaning, it is more common on men than on women. 

Dragon 

The dragon is a mythological creature appearing through time in many different cultures. Many women 

may opt for a dragon tattoo, but the design is more common among men. It is seen in Asian and 

Western tattooing, and is symbolic of many different things. 

Eagles 

Many men choose eagles as representative of strength and courage. The bald eagle is symbolic of pride 

in the United States, which leads many men to opt for the tattoo. 

Flag 

Pride in one's nation is not exclusive to men, but most flag tattoos are found on men. Some choose a 

simple flag design, while others will incorporate the flag of their nation into a larger design. 

Nautical Symbols 

Sailors were traditionally men, and it remains a profession dominated by men. Tattoos of anchors and 

nautical stars, which became popular among sailors, are more commonly seen on men than on women.  

Skull 

A common tattoo in the morbid and dark genre, the skull may represent a variety of things to many 

different people. The skull and crossbones is popular, while many choose three-dimensional skull 

designs or skulls worked into larger tattoos. 
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Tribal 

You'll see women with tribal tattoos—and they can often look very good on women—but generally they 

are more common with men. They are fairly common choices among women searching for a lower back 

tattoo. Tribal tattoos may be inspired by tattoos from ancient tribes, with many associating them with 

cultures in the South Pacific. They might be used to accent certain parts of the body, commonly the 

upper arms. 

Common Female Tattoos: As mentioned earlier, it's more common for women to choose a tattoo more 

associated with men than it is for men to choose a tattoo more associated with women. Still, some men 

opt for the following tattoos, although they are much more common with women. 

Butterfly 

A butterfly tattoo is very feminine for its fragility and elegance. It is very common as a lower back tattoo, 

while small butterflies are common small tattoo designs for women who want one that is easily hidden. 

Cherry 

Cherries are often considered seductive and may be representative of the loss of virginity. They are 

usually small tattoos and easily concealed.  

Dolphin 

The dolphin is considered an intelligent, graceful animal, and is a popular choice for many women 

interested in a small tattoo they can hide with clothing. The jumping dolphin, or dolphins, is a popular 

design that can be designed to be very small because it does not require intricate, fine details. 

Fairy 

Fairies may be innocent, such as those from many children's books and movies, or they can be seductive 

when rendered as a pin-up. They might be very small if little detail is required, although many women 

opt for the larger fairy tattoo with greater detail and color. 

Flowers 

Lots of men incorporate a flower into a tattoo design, but traditionally the flower tattoo—particularly 

the rose—has been the domain of women. Fragile and representative of beauty, flowers are typically 

very feminine.  

Heart 

Hearts span both genders, but many women opt for small heart tattoos because they are easily 

concealable. They are a popular choice as a first tattoo. Many choose to add flowers or other images to 

heart tattoos, with some placing banners over the heart with the name of a loved one or a message 

conveying some belief or meaning. 

Lower Back Tribal 

Several designs may be placed on the lower back, but one of the most popular is the tribal. These tribal 

tattoos are typically not as thick and bold as the tribal tattoos common on many men's shoulders and 
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upper arms. Designs are common with either sharp edges or soft edges. Many incorporate butterflies, 

flowers, and other designs with tribal tattoos.  

Zodiac Sign 

Both men and women have a zodiac sign, but it's women who more often choose a tattoo of their sign. 

There are twelve signs, each with its own unique symbol; some choose symbolic representations of their 

sign, such as the bull for those born under the Taurus sign. 

Tattoo Locations 

Choosing the Location: It's obvious to most, but too many people still do not consider the implications 

of the location they choose for their tattoo. Your tattoo may be well-received among friends and may 

not be a big deal in your current job, but if you decide to look for a new job or change career fields you 

may have difficulty overcoming some concerns.  

Tattoos are probably more accepted today than they have ever been in Western civilization as we know 

it. But a face tattoo is probably going to severely limit your career options. There are probably some 

exceptions of individuals with conspicuous tattoos on the face or neck that have embarked on promising 

and successful careers in a professional field, but those examples are a far cry from the norm. 

This is not to say that absolutely nobody should opt for a tattoo on their neck. If you're established in a 

field in which such appearances are not a big deal, then you may not find too many objections. But if 

you plan to pursue a career path such as one in the business, financial, legal, or medical field, to name a 

few, the neck or face tattoo is probably a big mistake.  

A lot of professionals in a wide array of career fields sport tattoos, some of which are noticeable when 

the sleeves are rolled up or when wearing shorts. But these tattoos can be covered by wearing long 

sleeves and pants. If they're going to a stuffy board meeting or appearing in court, they're able to cover 

up their tattoos. 

If you plan to get a tattoo that is going to be seen every day—such as a tattoo that is visible on your arm 

if you're wearing scrubs as a doctor—just plan accordingly. If you're concerned, choose a location that 

allows you to easily hide your tattoo. The upper arm, shoulder, back, hip, ankle, feet, and torso are 

typically easy to hide in a professional setting. 

The size of the tattoo is another item to consider, but we'll go into this more in a later section. 

Sleeves: Tattoo sleeves have become quite popular. They consist of a large tattoo design, or a series of 

smaller tattoos, that extends from the upper arm to the wrist, typically wrapping around the entire arm. 

Some choose quarter and half sleeves, which extend a quarter or half way down the arm. There are 

some with two full, half, or quarter sleeves, while others choose some combination of two of these 

options. 
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Arms and Hands: The arms are a common area to place a tattoo. They are easily covered with sleeves, 

provided the sleeves are of the appropriate length. A tattoo on the forearm may make it difficult to 

wear short sleeves in certain circumstances, such as if one's professional attire calls for a polo shirt. 

The hands are another story. Some couples choose to get a tattoo of a wedding band as symbolic as the 

permanence of their commitment. This goes unnoticed by a lot of people, and many tattooed rings look 

like normal rings when viewed from a distance. 

But when you get into placing large designs or images on the hands, they become much more 

conspicuous and difficult to hide. If you shake hands with somebody on a job interview or in a 

professional atmosphere, they are especially likely to notice it. To many people, a tattoo is not a big 

deal, but stigmas continue to persist, and it's difficult to say what ideas or beliefs are held by those you 

interact with in everyday life. 

Legs and Feet: A tattoo on the thigh is very easily hidden, especially for men. Women may expose a 

tattoo on their thigh or hip when wearing a bikini, but otherwise hiding it is as easy as wearing the 

appropriate shorts or pants. A tattoo on the lower leg is concealed simply by wearing long pants. 

The ankle is a popular location for a tattoo, and wearing long pants usually conceals these tattoos. A 

tattoo on the foot is easily concealed by wearing shoes. 

Note that while concealing tattoos on the legs, ankles, and feet is very simple, it can limit your choice of 

outfit if trying to keep your tattoo hidden. A tattoo on the foot—depending on the location—might 

mean that you cannot wear sandals or shoes that expose the top of the foot. A tattoo on the ankle or 

lower leg might take skirts or dresses out of your professional wardrobe. 

Back and Shoulders: The lower back is a common area that women choose to place a tattoo. It is 

concealed by wearing a shirt of the appropriate length, but when reaching for something or bending 

over, the tattoo may be revealed. Keep this in mind if concealing it is a concern. 

A tattoo on the top of the back or on the shoulder is concealed with a shirt, although a tank top would 

probably not be adequate to cover it. Some might prefer the look of partially revealing a tattoo on their 

shoulder, although in a professional environment it may require covering at all times. 

Chest and Torso: The chest and torso are other areas of the body that are easily covered for men, but 

women may eliminate certain clothes from their professional wardrobe that reveal too much of their 

chest.  

Neck and Head: If you plan to be a tattoo artist, a neck or head tattoo might be perfectly acceptable. 

Some entertainers or those who spend their career working remotely from home and out of the 

professional setting might get away with it, too. If you plan to enter just about any other field that 

requires face-to-face interaction with clients or associates, head and neck tattoos should be avoided. 
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You might be able to cover a neck tattoo with a scarf or turtleneck, and certain head tattoos might be 

concealed with a hat, but for how long can you really pull off wearing these items? Especially if you live 

in warmer climates, you're going to have a very difficult time concealing these tattoos. 

Tattoo Size 

The size of the tattoo you choose is going to depend on several things—your personal taste, your 

intentions with the tattoo, and any requirements to conceal the tattoo. 

Those who intend to get only one tattoo or who are getting their first tattoo and are unsure of whether 

they ever want to get more will often opt for the small tattoo that is easily concealable. Those who 

intend to get several tattoos or who plan to expand on the initial tattoo will keep this in mind when 

determining the size of their tattoo. 

If you're planning to enter a career field that requires a professional appearance, a large tattoo in a 

conspicuous area is probably a bad idea. Men can more easily conceal tattoos by wearing long pants and 

long-sleeves at all times, as this is traditionally the professional dress required in many career fields. 

Women may find it limiting if they own a large tattoo that requires long pants and long sleeves at all 

times—they would eliminate skirts and short sleeve blouses from their wardrobe in such cases. 

Still, regardless of gender, if you're planning a career requiring a professional appearance, it's probably 

best to keep the tattoos at a reasonable size so that they can be concealed. Some still hold negative 

beliefs about individuals with tattoos, so keep this in mind. If you're unsure of the attitudes towards 

tattoos in a particular career field or company, you could ask somebody already in it, but you may be 

better off playing it safe.  


